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What is the current status of 
carbon finance and markets 

for forests?
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Warsaw Framework:  Countries receive “results-based 
finance” for national GHG performance…

Note: The arrow denotes the scale at which the carbon 
transaction takes place (in this case, with the country)



…many countries are also participating in 
jurisdictional market-based pilot programs…
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…some countries also have voluntary forest 
carbon projects…
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Forest country
(with carbon pricing mechanism)

…a country may also generate carbon finance for 
forests through a domestic market…

Project
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…or through an Article 6 transaction…
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(with carbon pricing mechanism that 
allows international forest offsets)



The full picture may combine various sources of 
carbon finance…
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The full picture may combine various sources of 
carbon finance…
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Government vs. Private Sector Finance

Donor and forest country governments
are focused on rewarding REDD+ 
performance at national scale… …while companies are engaging in 

carbon credits at the project scale.  



What has changed?
The private sector is increasingly taking on voluntary climate 
targets and using “nature-based” offsets.
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REDD+ “results-based payments” 
vs. Market transactions

Government Private Sector
Non-market payment:

• No asset creation

• No carbon title 
necessary

• Predictable price 
($5/ton)

• Signing ERPAs

• Flexible MRV, since no 
offsetting

Market-based transaction

• Requires tracked asset 
(registry system)

• Requires clear (legal) title

• Unpredictable price

• Need to mitigate risks

• Requires robust MRV, 
fungible “tons” for 
offsetting



Why is the private sector more interested 
in REDD+ projects?

Reasons for purchasing project 
credits:

• They are available

• Projects have clear stories 
to tell and resonate with 
customers

Some companies 
purchase offsets

Others invest in 
carbon projects

Reasons for investing in projects:

• There are shovel-ready projects 
available for investment

• The business case is clear

• Risks can be managed
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Used by:

Independent (global) 
standards:

Country specific standards:

Carbon markets
These transactions require the NDC 

“corresponding adjustment”

China’s ETS includes
AR (CCERS)

Includes Forest Offset Protocol (CAR, ACR)

Colombia carbon tax 
allows use of VCS



HELP!
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Nesting is a concept related to 
how a country organizes carbon 
crediting at multiple scales



How to create a nested system



Nesting Manual & Decision Support Tool
The World Bank has contracted a team led by Climate Focus to provide 
guidance to countries regarding technical, legal and institutional 
issues for designing and implementing nested REDD+ initiatives.
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Why nest?
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Objectives a country may consider when developing a nested system:

Optimize REDD+ finance

• access multiple sources of 
climate and carbon finance, 
including market and non-
market opportunities

• enable private sector 
investment

Honoring the legal system and 
decentralized forest management
• promote REDD+ implementation at multiple 

scales and equity among actors 
participating in forest protection

• implement REDD+ in line with the existing 
land tenure and rights regimes

Align REDD+ with the Paris 
Agreement
• avoid double counting of 

emission reductions and 
removals

• optimize the contribution of 
REDD+ to the country’s NDC

Create broad support for REDD+

• involve stakeholders on all policy levels in 
the design of REDD+ policies, programs 
and projects

• harness broad technical, financial and 
human capacity for REDD+ implementation



Overarching questions

Political economy of the country

Is the forest and forest-resources ownership 
centralized in the hand of the government?

Is private property strong and legally 
protected?

Are there areas of the country that the 
government does not control?

Role of the private sector

Is there an active private sector and appetite 
for domestic / foreign investment?

Is there an interested in empowering private 
actors to take direct action?

Financial strategy for REDD+

Does the government depend on results-
based finance (RBF) to implement 
REDD+?

Does the government support carbon 
markets?

Does the government seek to mobilize 
carbon finance at different scales to 
achieve REDD+ goals?
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Four broad approaches towards REDD+

19 November 2020

Centralized Approach

• Crediting of ERRs at national scale
• No carbon projects
• No direct performance-based rewards for non-state 

actors

Decentralized Approach

• Crediting of ERRs at project scale
• Projects are incentivized (and regulated)
• No RBF or sale of carbon credits by the government
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Centralized Nested Approach

• Crediting of ERRs only at national scale
• Projects are included in the benefit-sharing plan
• Projects receive finance (or carbon credits) based 

on GHG performance

Decentralized Nested Approach

• ERR crediting at national and project/subnational scale
• Projects are authorized to market ERRs and generate 

carbon credits 
• Government discounts ERRs from projects

Four broad approaches towards REDD+



MRV 
requirements

Benefit 
sharing

Legal 
requirements

Consultations Safeguards Registries

The choice of the nesting model results in 
different requirements



Example…
A country is interested in:
• Non-market results-based 

payments from the GCF
• Enabling projects to participate 

in voluntary carbon markets
• Potentially engaging in Article 6 

transactions at project scale

This country may combine two models:  

Decentralized-Hybrid
For voluntary credits:
• No “corresponding adjustment” to the NDC
• Allocation of the FREL to projects (align 

MRV, drive projects to high risk areas)
• Projects directly generate credits / finance 

based on performance
• Engagement of private finance, particularly 

companies that set voluntary targets

Centralized-Hybrid
For Article 6 projects:
• ERs require a corresponding adjustment
• FREL may be allocated to projects
• ERs may also be allocated to projects based 

on national GHG performance
• May be a government-to-government 

transaction… or may engage private sector 
finance (although has higher risks)



In general:

• There are a variety of opportunities to generate and/or access forest 
carbon market finance

• The Warsaw Framework encourages countries to develop national 
frameworks—these should be flexible to meet country circumstances

To forest countries:

• Design systems that are in your national interest

To donors:

• Allow countries to design systems in their national interest

• If a country wants to develop a “nested” system, provide technical 
support 

• Continue to provide non-market results-based finance, especially to least 
developed countries

Takeaways



Comments or questions?  Email: donnalynettelee@gmail.com


